Analysis of Factors Causing Logistics Warehouse Inventory Mismatch at PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia
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ABSTRACT: This research was conducted at PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia. The purpose of this study is to determine the factors causing the mismatch of logistics warehouse inventory at PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia. In this study researchers conducted interviews. The research methodology used in this study is the litative research method. The results of the study stated that there are several factors that cause the discrepancy of logistics warehouses, including Man, Machine, Method, Material, Environment. Improvements that can be made to minimize inventory discrepancies in the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia Pulogadung Factory include training or training for each employee and rolling work, rejuvenating transportation equipment and repairing network servers, ensuring goods entering logistics are well administrated, making special areas of problematic materials and creating a comfortable work environment for each employee.
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INTRODUCTION

A manufacturing company is a company engaged in the manufacture or production of a product. In making a product, the company requires raw materials, where the raw materials are processed into finished products with a series of processes. Smooth production is supported by raw materials that have good quality, for that it is necessary to make an adequate storage (Gong & Liu, 2020; Mangla & Luthra, 2022; Salek, 2021; Zhang et al., 2019).

Storage of raw materials has a very vital role in the company because in the process of making a product several raw materials are needed. These raw materials are placed in a room for storage called the raw material warehouse (Aloini et al., 2022; Erdem, 2022; Giordano et al., 2018a, 2018b; Heitz et al., 2017).

The high use of warehouses and various types of raw materials makes the efficiency of time, space and accuracy of stock of goods with actual goods very important.
PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia is a manufacturing company engaged in the manufacture of flexible packaging for medicine, food, cleaners, and others. In carrying out the production process, companies need raw materials to be processed into finished packaging products that are ready to be marketed. The high demand for orders from consumers makes companies prepare raw materials that are comparable to these demands. Raw materials that have a large amount and various types make the company have a warehouse for storage (Delfmann et al., 2018; Klauenberg & Cauduro, 2019; Sitikarn & Kankaew, 2021; Wei & Sheng, 2018).

Storage of raw materials of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia based on needs and production capacity, so the company needs adequate storage. Raw materials are stored in various warehouses, both company-owned warehouses and rental warehouses. To support logistics activities, the company has internal warehouses divided into 4 based on usage, namely Pulogadung Warehouse with code GUD01, Karawang Warehouse with code GUD07, Pulogadung Logistics Warehouse with code PPG01 and Karawang Logistics Warehouse with code PPG07. While the rental warehouse is a warehouse that is not owned by the company PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia but another party's warehouse that is leased to PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia with an annual rental scheme.

The classification of warehouses above is based on the type of material and production needs. When described internal warehouses as storage of raw materials used for the needs of a week of production processes (pulogadung and karawang warehouses). While the Logistics Warehouse is either Pulogadung or Karawang Logistics as storage for production needs for 3 days (Gonzalez et al., 2022; Jat, 2017; Pham et al., 2016; Ritola et al., 2021).

The large demand for finished packaging products from consumers makes the level of production increase. The increasing demand for production also makes the demand for raw materials increase as well. So it is undeniable that there are often problems in the storage of raw materials in warehouses. These problems include the quality and quantity of raw materials that are not appropriate.

The problem that is often a concern in raw material warehouses is the problem of quantity, namely in the storage often found a mismatch between the stock and actual raw material goods which is often a problem in the demand for raw materials by production. This problem can be known after Stock Opname is carried out every month, namely the last date of the month.

Pulogadung Logistics Warehouse is a raw material storage warehouse that is a link between the GUD01 pulogadung warehouse and production. Because it has high shipping and receiving activities so that it cannot be avoided from various problems.

These problems such as the quality of goods are not good and one of the problems that is of concern because it is often found is the mismatch of goods with stock in computer data with actual raw materials in the warehouse.
From the table above, there are material stock differences in December 2021 and January 2022 of 12.60% and 14.96% respectively in the Pulogadung logistics warehouse. Stock problems in logistics warehouses are often found by logistics warehouse officers during routine stock-taking audits at the end of the month.

### Literature Review

1. Understanding Logistics Management

Human life cannot be separated from the process of moving goods to meet the needs of life, be it primary, secondary or tertiary needs. To meet these needs, logistics activities will occur. Logistics activities can be a starting point in an effort to obtain maximum benefit from the use of these goods.

According to Siahaya (2012) Logistics Management is defined as part of Supply Chain Management that plans, implements and controls the flow of goods effectively and efficiently which is transportation, warehousing, distribution, services and information.

Logistics Management is part of supply chain management which consists of planning, implementing, and controlling effectively and efficiently the flow of goods in and out as well as storage of goods, services, and information related to the point of origin and point of consumption in order to meet customer needs (CSMP in Hendayani, 2011).
From the description of the opinions of the experts above, it can be concluded that logistics management is a way of managing goods, be it government property or company property (legal entity) and / or individual property with the aim that its use or use is carried out effectively and as efficiently as possible so that it can provide benefits to the owner of the goods.

Therefore, in making logistics planning must be with seriousness and caution so that mistakes do not occur and in exploring the science of logistics management must be serious.

Without logistical management, a job will become hampered and disrupted work activities such as slowing down work and even resulting in the failure of a job.

2. Understanding inventory

Inventory is one of the largest capital investments in current assets, making it a major element of working capital and assets that change frequently. Therefore, the inventory of goods in the company is very important in order to create effective and efficient operational activities.

According to Zaki Baridwan (2013: 149) Inventory is goods that are owned for resale or used to produce goods to be sold.

According to Handoko (2015) inventory is a general term used as a guide of everything or resources in the organization that are stored to anticipate consumer demand.

According to R.Agus sartono (2010; 443) Inventory is generally one of the types of current assets that have a large enough amount in a company. This is easy to understand because inventory is a very important factor to determine the smooth operation of a company.

And according to Rangkuti (2007) Raw material inventory has an important influence in the company because the inventory of raw materials greatly affects the production process.

And according to Eddy Herjanto (2007) Inventory is materials or goods that are stored and will be used to achieve certain purposes, such as used for production or assembly processes, for resale, and or only for spare parts of an equipment or machine.

From the opinions of the experts above, the author can conclude that inventory is a material used to support the production process or to be resold to consumers which can be in the form of raw goods, semi-finished goods and / or finished goods.

3. The Importance of Inventory for Companies

Inventory is the most important key in the operational activities of large companies. Every organization must have a good planning system and inventory control system. According to IDX Channel.com, inventory has become a very important part such as retail sales, wholesale, F&B, and other industries that concern stock management. Managers around the world agree that good
inventory management is essential for companies that can maximize the management of goods at minimal costs and can generate large profits.

Figure 2.1 Material Flow Cycle

From the picture above, the author concludes that in the process of making goods, the role of inventory holds 95% of the cycle time and the production process to become output goods only requires 5% of the cycle time. So that the implementation of adequate inventory can reduce risks that are not desired by the company such as a more controlled material flow cycle time. A balance between inventory investment and customer service can be realized through good inventory.

METHOD

Research is one of the important factors in efforts to solve a problem. So that research will produce a solution to solve the problem. In order for research to run well, appropriate research methods are needed.

According to Arikunto (1998, p.309) qualitative research is intended so that in collecting information about the status of an existing symptom, namely the symptoms that occur as they are at the time the research is conducted. Based on the type of data used in this study, researchers used a qualitative research approach. With the use of a qualitative approach, it can raise and dissect phenomena in an object that will be examined more deeply.

Based on the purpose of this study, which is to describe and develop a situation in detail, then in this study researchers use a type of descriptive research.

In this study, the operationalization of the author's concept is to focus on the factors that cause inventory mismatch problems in the Logistics Warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia, the pulogadung factory in the period of December 2021 and January 2022.

Data sources are subjects derived from research data which can be objects, human behavior, location and so on. Field research or in English Field Research is a source of data obtained by researchers from the field directly and is the main source of data in this study.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Research Results

The results of the study are reports on the description of the entire series of research, namely by observation and interviews. The results of the study can be described as follows:

1. Observation Results

The observations in this study focused on observations on facilities and infrastructure that support work activities at the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia pulogadung factory.

1.1 Observations on Logistics Warehouse Facilities

a. Forklift and Low Truck conveyances

Transportation equipment is equipment used to move heavy goods over a distance that is not too far from one place to another. The transportation equipment used in the work at the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia is using forklifts and lowtrucks.

There is one forklift type electric drive and 2 types of lowtruck with electric drive. The physical condition and performance of the forklift is good because every day before it is operated, an inspection is carried out by a competent forklift officer or operator with his forklift Operating License.

In terms of life, the lowtruck has an old service life but gets good maintenance from the Engineering division and maintenance independently by the operator. Lowtruck conveyances have good conditions although there are still frequent problems such as not being able to walk and holding forks even though they are rarely found inside.

b. Material Supply Data

Material supply data is a document used as a source of recording in material delivery to machinery or production. In accordance with the SOP or work instructions, logistics operators in sending materials to production are required to write down every material sent in accordance with the production plan and OC (Order Confirmation). Logistics operators in the delivery of materials to production still found delivery without the use of OC documents. And the delivery material data that has been inputted is printed after delivery.

c. Place of Archive

The archive place is used to store data related to the delivery of materials. The archived data are Logistics material supply data to production, Production material supply data to logistics, Logistics material supply data to the Warehouse and Warehouse material supply data to Logistics.
Document archive activities in logistics have been carried out, but the preparation of files is still not well documented and arranged. Document archives in the file cabinet have a span of 6 months and it looks like there are still documents over 6 months arranged in the document cabinet.

d. Material Unloading crane

Material unloading cranes are used by logistics operators to unload materials to be used for delivery to production. The logistics warehouse material unloading crane has good conditions and every year it is checked by the Engineering department to ensure the safety of the crane.

e. Work Report Book

The work report book is used as a means of connecting information between one shift and another shift and non-shift officers. In the book the work report is written by the shift head in each group. In the book recorded material problems and engine conditions.

Recording work results and problems in shift work is carried out well so that there is a smooth exchange of communication in one part of logistics.

1.2 Observations on Logistics Warehouse Infrastructure

a. Storage Warehouse and logistics material unloading area

The storage warehouse and unloading area of the logistics warehouse are good in terms of layout, cleanliness and neatness. All of that can run well because of the responsibility and culture of 5M owned by each member of the logistics warehouse. Every Friday afternoon, an audit of 5M activities is routinely carried out by the company's management.

b. Problematic material storage area

Problematic material storage areas are used as areas to accommodate problematic materials, be it physical problems such as defects or administrative problems. Problematic material storage places have the most problems in terms of administration both from production and from warehouses.

There is no designated area for storing problematic materials, so far the problem material area has been placed next to the logistics office hallway. This can cause material buildup if the problem in the material is not resolved.

c. Blueslip material storage

Blueslip is a production waste material that is no longer used and will be returned to the warehouse. Blueslip material is placed in a place that contains various materials that are no longer used.

The placement of blueslip material is neatly arranged and clean. It was found that the placement of material labels that were not visible from the side made it difficult for blueslip officers to record materials. Administratively problematic materials are still found in the blueslip material storage area.

d. Logistics Office
The logistics office is the main infrastructure in the logistics warehouse which has the most important role. In addition to being used as a place for material administration processes, the logistics office is used as a place to conduct meetings or meetings. Office conditions are neatly arranged and clean.

Discussion

The data collected in the study were processed and analyzed using the six sigma method with the DMAIC approach (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control). The use of this method is intended to obtain conclusions that can be used as a reference for correcting supply problems in the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia Pulogadung factory continuously.

1. Define

In this stage, it aims to find out logistics activities and what factors have an influence on the problem of inventory mismatches in PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia's logistics warehouse.

a. Material Receipt from Warehouse and Logistics

Delivery of materials to logistics from the warehouse is a CRM request or material request by logistics, sometimes there are some stock problems stemming from delays in material input from the Karawang warehouse, such as materials from suppliers and materials that have finished the process and do not have a master.

These problems often occur during the afternoon shift and night shift outside office hours and can only be resolved by admin officers during office hours. With various considerations, warehouse officers send the material to the logistics warehouse using temporary manual bonds that have not been entered into computer stock.

With temporary manual bonds, it creates a domino effect, that is, the subsequent delivery process from the logistics warehouse to production also experiences problems and the blue slip process from production also experiences problems.

Material receipt from production occurs during shift switching where the production operator returns the material to the logistics warehouse and has not made any material meter changes after use.

b. Return of Goods to the Warehouse

The materials to be returned to the warehouse are materials that are no longer in the plan. Inventory problems that hinder the smooth return of materials to the warehouse are actual materials with bonds on different materials from computer stock. Changes in production plans are also used as the basis for returning materials to the warehouse.

Changes in production plans that change suddenly resulting in goods that have been prepared and inputted being returned to the warehouse (the position is still in the logistics warehouse) are lowered for reuse can cause errors in sending stock data in logistics.

c. Delivery of materials to production
The material sent to production is the material contained in the production plan. The obstacle that often occurs is that the size of the material does not match the size with that in the material bond and the material that enters logistics using temporary manual bonds.

Logistics Operators in shipping to production are in accordance with standards, but in the administrative process of material transfer inputs to production, there are inputs that are tapped. So that it can create production delays in inputting material data.

Material tests for RND there are materials that have stock and some do not, this makes it difficult for operators to supply and need to reconfirm to the request officer. Furthermore, the request officer confirms again to the RND section.

d. Control and storage of materials in the Logistics warehouse

Material control in the logistics warehouse is carried out through stock-taking which is carried out once a month, this can cause inventory discrepancies found at the end of the month to accumulate.

Material storage in this case refers to the grouping of materials that are administratively and physically problematic. Where there is no special place to be used as a place for problem materials so that problematic materials can be mixed with non-problematic materials.

2. Measure

Measure or measure is used to determine key quality characteristics, namely measuring how much inventory mismatch in PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia’s logistics warehouse based on primary data and secondary data in this study.

From the data, Stock Opname data has been carried out by logistics officers based on data for the period of December 2021 and January 2022 on stock on hand of 126 rolls and 254 rolls, respectively. With a total of 52 rolls of over stock and out of stock issues.

The data obtained is an analysis of the results of stock-taking which is described by grouping based on the source of the problem. Material receipt from warehouses and production has the highest percentage with a value of 61.6% followed by material delivery to production, return of goods to the warehouse and finally problems sourced from material storage control in logistics warehouses.

The above inventory mismatch figure is still far from the company's target, which is zero cases of inventory mismatch that apply to the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia Pulogadung Factory.

3. Analyze

The data that has been collected in the previous phase, namely the next measure phase, is carried out Analysis and investigation of the root cause of the problem at this stage. In this phase, it is carried out for the purpose of finding the root of the problem and the cause of inventory discrepancies in the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia Pulogadung Factory. In determining the root of the problem can be analyzed using fishbone diagrams.
In the fishbone diagram, the following factors are the cause of inventory discrepancies in the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia, Pulogadung Factory is broadly grouped into several categories, namely Man, Method, Machine, Material and Environment.

In making it so that percentage data is more organized and directed, it can be analyzed using a fishbone diagram diagram as shown below:

![Fishbone diagram of inventory mismatch in PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia's logistics warehouse](image)

Figure 1. Fishbone diagram of inventory mismatch in PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia's logistics warehouse

4. Improve

This stage is part of the DMAIC cycle concept that is carried out. At this stage there are corrective steps for various problems that exist at this time. The proposed improvement is based on the results of the analysis of the cause of the problem in the previous concept analyzed.

The purpose of the proposed improvement is expected to reduce or overcome the problem of inventory discrepancies in the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia Pulogadung Factory.

a. Man (Human)

Humans, in this case, employees or operators contribute to the problem of inventory mismatch. To prevent the problem of inventory mismatch in terms of humans, training or training of
employees is not limited only to logistics employees but all employees related to the material delivery system such as production and warehouse employees.

Rolling work on employees with one another so that human resources are obtained that do not only have one skill.

b. Machine

Rejuvenation of transportation equipment, especially lowtrucks, is carried out by providing preventive maintenance on transportation equipment so that material delivery to production can run well.

Coordinating with the EDP department to strengthen the server network so that there is no system failure when doing input work.

c. Method

Materials have not been recorded in computer stock, especially materials originating from outside warehouses and suppliers, resulting in operators sending materials using temporary manual receipts which can result in inventory mismatches. For this reason, it is necessary to take firm steps in overcoming this problem such as the refusal of the material into the logistics area with the permission of the superior.

d. Material

Recheck the materials received or sent carefully and validate to superiors in their respective areas. Grouping or making a special place for problematic materials so that they are not mixed with materials that are not problematic.

e. Environment

The work environment is very influential on employee performance, hot temperatures caused by problematic lighting and air conditioning factors can disrupt employee concentration at work. For this reason, it is necessary to service air conditioners regularly and areas that lack lighting to add lighting.

The cleanliness of the logistics warehouse caused by damaged wooden pallets results in poor material arrangement, the use of wooden pallets of good quality and it is recommended not to send materials with damaged pallets into the production area.

5. Control

Control or controlling is the last stage in the DMAIC concept which aims to control the proposals that have been given to the company.

The control matters that need to be done on the proposed improvements that have been put forward are explained as follows:

a. Proper direction and supervision of employees, especially those related to the work of shipping and receiving goods or materials.
b. Training or refreshing employees regarding work, especially in terms of inputting data. Not only to logistics operators but all those involved in material handover activities.

c. Monitor and analyze any errors by tying back problem reports between shifts and following up to the relevant department.

CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion in chapter IV regarding the causes of inventory mismatch problems in the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia Pulogadung Factory, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. There are several factors causing inventory mismatch problems in PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia's logistics warehouse Pulogadung factory analyzed using fishbone diagrams, namely:

   o Man (Human) is knowledge of the material delivery system that is still lacking and lack of superior control makes employee discipline in material delivery administration still lacking.
   o Machine (Machine) is a network system that errors or often has problems hampering operators in carrying out the process of sending or receiving goods. In addition, problematic transportation equipment also affects the performance of sending and receiving materials.
   o Method (Method) is that the material has not been recorded in computer stock, especially material originating from outside warehouses and suppliers, resulting in the operator sending materials using temporary manual receipts which can result in inventory mismatches.
   o Material, that is, the actual condition of the material does not match the bond and material label and the mixing of problematic materials with non-problematic materials creates inventory mismatch problems.
   o Environment (Work environment) is the environment or atmosphere of cleanliness and temperature of logistics warehouses that still need improvement. As well as the use of wooden pallets makes the cleanliness of the logistics warehouse dirty.

2. Improvements that can be made to minimize inventory discrepancies in the logistics warehouse of PT Dai Nippon Printing Indonesia Pulogadung Factory include training or training for each employee and rolling work, rejuvenating transportation equipment and repairing network servers, ensuring goods entering logistics are well administrated, making special areas of problematic materials and creating a comfortable work environment for each employee.
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